A Josephson parametric amplifier (JPA) can create squeezed states of microwave light, lowering the noise associated with certain quantum measurements. We experimentally study how the JPA's pump influences the phase-sensitive amplification and deamplification of a coherent tone's amplitude when that amplitude is commensurate with vacuum fluctuations. We predict and demonstrate that by operating the JPA with a pump power greater than the value that maximizes gain, the amplifier distortion is reduced and consequently squeezing is improved. Optimizing the JPA's operation in this fashion, we directly observe 3.87 ± 0.03 dB of vacuum squeezing.
I. INTRODUCTION
Josephson parametric amplifiers (JPAs) have enabled many advances in quantum information measurements, such as the observation of quantum jumps [1] [2] [3] , fast qubit initialization [4] , and characterization of microwave single photon sources [5] . When operated in a phasesensitive mode, a JPA amplifies one quadrature of the electromagnetic field while deamplifying the other, enabling the squeezing of vacuum states below the standard quantum limit. Such squeezed states can improve qubit readout fidelity in dispersive measurements [6] [7] [8] [9] , help to better measure the motion of a mechanical oscillator [10] , and enhance the signal-to-noise ratio of spin-echo detection in a magnetic resonance experiment [11] . Similarly, they could accelerate haloscope-based searches [12] for axionic dark matter [13] , an application in which JPAs have already been successfully deployed, albeit only in a phase-insensitive mode of operation [14, 15] .
In principle, a JPA can squeeze one quadrature of vacuum while amplifying the other by the same amount [16] [17] [18] . However, in practice vacuum squeezing is limited by microwave losses and distortion due to amplifier saturation [19, 20] . Minimizing loss through improved, low-loss elements or via fewer microwave connections remains an important challenge, and, to that end, on-chip circulators [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] , flux-pumped parametric amplifiers [26] [27] [28] [29] , and directional amplifiers [21, 30] are promising. We here address the other challenge: distortion.
A JPA is essentially a nonlinear LC resonator whose nonlinearity comes from the Josephson junctions comprising its inductance [16, 31] . Parametric oscillation of the circuit converts a pair of pump photons at angular frequency ω p into a signal photon at ω s and a complementary idler photon at ω i in a four-wave process: 2ω p = ω s + ω i . In the degenerate case, the pump is centered about the amplification band and ω p ω s ω i .
Different combinations of pump power and frequency will produce the same gain, and one typically operates at * maxime.malnou@colorado.edu points first order-insensitive to pump power fluctuations, i.e. on the line of maximum gain (LMG) [32] . Here a JPA can achieve more than 20 dB of gain and maintain a linear relationship between input and output signal powers. Squeezing, however, is more susceptible to nonlinearities that distort the output, arising when signal photons in the resonator greatly affect the pump's amplitude. These nonlinear effects impact the squeezed quadrature at gains much lower than those where they affect the amplified quadrature. Pump stiffness can nonetheless be improved by double-pumping [33] or flux-pumping [26] [27] [28] [29] , at the cost of increased design and control complexity.
In this article, we demonstrate how a single-pumped JPA can be optimized for squeezing. We show that pumping it with a power greater than that which maximizes gain at a given pump frequency improves pump stiffness and minimizes signal distortion. We first experimentally study this effect on a coherent tone whose power is comparable to vacuum, and measure how it is transformed by a JPA operated at constant gain, for various pump powers and frequencies. Then, we determine an optimal operating point for which the distortion is minimized. Finally, we use a second JPA as a phase-sensitive preamplifier to measure a vacuum squeezed state prepared by the first JPA and show that squeezing follows the same dependence on operating point. With optimized pump power and frequency, and while keeping microwave losses low, we generate, transport, and readout a state 3.87 ± 0.03 dB below vacuum. This could more than double the speed at which the search for axionic dark-matter is carried out [13] .
II. SIGNAL TRANSFORMATION IN PHASE SPACE
In the JPAs we study, the inductance L is implemented with a series array of N s balanced dc superconducting quantum interference devices (SQUIDs). When shunted by a capacitor C, it forms a nonlinear resonant circuit whose frequency is tunable with magnetic flux applied through the SQUID loops. Such a tunable Kerr circuit (TKC) is described to leading nonlinear order by arXiv:1711.02786v1 [quant-ph] 8 Nov 2017
which gives rise to a Duffing oscillator equation of motion [32] . Heren =â †â gives the number of photons in
16Nsφ0Ic is the Kerr nonlinearity, I c is the critical current of each junction, ω 0 = 1/ √ LC is the TKC's bare resonance angular frequency, and φ 0 is the reduced magnetic flux quantum.
When coupled to an external port at field-decay rate γ, a classical limit of input-output theory [34, 35] determines the complex field amplitude, or phasor, at the output b out from the incoming field amplitude b in as
Here, n = n is the average photon number and ∆ = ω 0 − ω p is the detuning between the bare resonant angular frequency and the input phasor's angular frequency.
A JPA is often approximated as amplifying an infinitesimally weak signal b s,in e iθ in the presence of a large pump tone b p,in (taken as phase reference), such that b in = b p,in +b s,in e iθ . However, Eq. (2) remains valid without the stiff pump approximation, providing a mapping between input and output within the bandwidth of the lossless JPA. This transformation being unitary below bifurcation, the gain derives from the sharp dependence of the output phase on the input amplitude. The photon number n is determined by the cubic equation [35] Figure 1a shows how a family of real input pump tones with varying amplitude b p,in maps onto complex outputs b p,out . They are calculated from Eqs. (2) and (3), with ∆ constant. A particular input phasor and its corresponding output are indicated with black arrows, illustrating the JPA's behavior at the greatest phase sensitivity, i.e. at maximum gain. When adding a signal b s,in e iθ , the total input phasor b in undergoes a θ-dependent transformation. One quadrature of the output signal b s,out is amplified while the orthogonal one is deamplified. At low JPA gain or infinitesimal input signal, b s,out exhibits an elliptic shape. However, as the input signal or gain increases, it distorts into a "banana" indicating that the pump is no longer stiff. Figure 1b represents such distortions at three different JPA gains obtained by varying the pump's amplitude, for a probe tone whose power is equivalent to half a photon over the JPA's bandwidth. They are rotated to share their amplified and deamplified quadratures, respectively b y s,out and b x s,out . At the point of maximum gain, b s,out actually has a larger projection on the deamplified axis x than at intermediate gain, where the projection onto this axis is minimal. When a signal is detuned from the pump, it creates output rotating phasors such as these, and the direct, or signal power, gain is expressed as [36] 
with G θ the average ratio of output to input rotating phasor power. Figure 1c shows the JPA direct gain as a function of pump amplitude b p,in . . Two black arrows indicate the pair of input and output phasors at maximum gain. At this operating point, a zoom-in shows how an input signal phasor bs,ine iθ maps onto a banana at the output. Two other operating points (red and blue) are indicated. (b) The input phasor, simulated with 360 different θ angles (dashed circle, deformed due to the unequal axis scaling), is processed by the JPA for three different pump powers corresponding to the operating points from (a). The lower panel shows the distribution of points N A vacuum state, considered semi-classically as a statistical ensemble of phasors, should undergo similar distortion when squeezed by a JPA. This effect degrades the maximal achievable squeezing, because it increases the noise variance along the deamplified quadrature axis. To make a qualitative estimate of the attainable degree of squeezing, we first project the distributions of input and output points onto the deamplified quadrature axis (Fig. 1b) , and then compare the variances, (σ 2 in ) and (σ 2 out ), of these projections. Figure 1d shows the ratio σ 2 out /σ 2 in , as a function of pump power, for a given pump frequency. Deamplification is maximized when this ratio is minimized. Strikingly, the pump amplitude that produces maximum gain fails to yield maximum deamplification due to phasor-distortion of the vacuum-sized input. Instead, deamplification reaches a global maximum at an amplitude greater than that at maximum gain, i.e. above the LMG, where phasor distortion is better mitigated.
This benefit can be understood qualitatively from the dependence of the effective frequency ω eff = ω 0 + nK/2 on incident amplitude b in . The signal b s,in periodically increases b in , changing the energy in the resonator for two reasons: first the incident power |b in | 2 is larger, and second, ω eff decreases, in turn altering the effective detuning ∆ eff = ω eff − ω p . Below the LMG these effects add, but above they partially cancel; thus the gain is less dependent on signal amplitude above the LMG. We demonstrate this behavior in Sec. III, enabling the optimization of vacuum squeezing discussed in Sec. IV.
III. DEAMPLIFICATION OF A COHERENT TONE
In a first experiment, we investigate the distortion of a vacuum-sized coherent tone when varying the JPA operating point, by changing the pump power and frequency. A single cryogenic experimental setup is used for studying distortion and vacuum squeezing, discussed in Sec. IV. It comprises two identical JPAs (appendix A) connected to each other, as shown in Fig. 2 . The first we label the squeezer (SQ), and the second the amplifier (AMP). Each can be independently tuned via its own superconducting coil, and a variable temperature stage (VTS) is used to inject known thermal noise into the amplifier chain and measure the SQ added noise (appendix C). We use microwave generators to pump the two JPAs and send coherent tones to the input of the chain. An IQ mixer demodulates the output quadratures with respect to a local oscillator (LO). In this first experiment, we don not use the AMP; by tuning it more than 1 GHz below the SQ band, it acts as a passive element of unit gain.
In order to compare distortion and SQ direct gain G S at particular operating points, we find G S (measured with a vector network analyzer, see appendix A) as a function of pump power P p and frequency f p . We identify a critical point at which the gain diverges, and describe the pump power and frequency as fractions of these critical values (Fig. 3a) . The dashed black line shows the LMG. We compare deamplification when operating the SQ at points with equal gains below, above, and on this line.
To visualize phasor distortion, we now input a vacuumsized coherent tone b s,in e iθ whose phase θ slowly rotates in the SQ pump's frame (appendix A). With LO and SQ pumps at the same frequency, the tone describes traces at the output in the IQ-plane such as those in Fig. 3b . They are obtained with the SQ operated above the LMG. Thus, decreasing the pump power, G S increases from 6 to 13 dB, as the output transitions from ellipse to banana. Upon repeating the measurement with the SQ off, we characterize deamplification as a function of the SQ operating point by forming the ratio σ Figure 4a shows these ratios, calculated from the points in Fig. 3b . Compared to ratios obtained for operating points below and on the LMG for similar sets of JPA gains, we see that deamplification increases for increasing SQ direct gains less than G S = 9 dB, as the ellipse stretches. Above 9 dB, it decreases due to phasor distortion.
Finally, we study deamplification along a contour of constant direct gain, encircling the critical point, to look for an optimal operating point at which distortion is minimized. Figure 4b characterizes the tone's deamplification along the G S = 8 dB contour, at operating points away from bifurcation (i.e. for f p > f c ), indicated in black in Fig. 3a . Below the LMG σ 2 out /σ 2 in is about −7 dB, whereas above it decreases to about −10 dB, as a result of reduced distortion. Thus, operating the SQ above the LMG and with a gain of about 9 dB maximizes deamplification. We leverage these findings in Sec. IV to optimally bias the SQ. 
0015), as well as on (•) the LMG (where the pump frequency has been varied). In (b) it is
shown for the black points in Fig. 3a , where GS = 8 dB.
IV. OPTIMIZING VACUUM SQUEEZING
Most applications of microwave squeezed light require the ability to both generate and efficiently detect a squeezed state. We demonstrate these dual capabilities with the AMP, cascaded after the SQ. Upon transport from SQ to AMP, the state suffers from microwave loss η (Fig. 2) , which replaces part of the state with unsqueezed vacuum [37] , diminishing the measurable degree of squeezing. We reduced these losses to η = 1.2 ± 0.2 dB in our setup (appendix B) using superconducting cables and a narrowband triple-junction circulator with insertion loss < 0.5 dB.
To measure vacuum squeezing, we pump the AMP to get more than 20 dB of gain, in order to overcome the amplification chain's added noise. Then, the SQ pump frequency is detuned from the AMP pump by 20 kHz. Thus, the squeezed quadrature rotates in the AMP frame, and is periodically amplified. Because SQ and AMP operate at nearby frequencies, both pumps need to be canceled. This avoids AMP saturation and preserves squeezing of a pure vacuum state. We perform these cancellations by combining π-phase-shifted pump tones at the output of each JPA (appendix A). Finally, the VTS is operated at a temperature T VTS = 55 mK, i.e. k B T VTS ω S such that the SQ input sees only quantum noise.
We operate the SQ above the LMG, with a pump frequency f p /f c = 1.0015, and with direct gain G S = 8 dB, in order to maximize squeezing, as expected from Sec. III. Fig. 5a shows a histogram of the voltage fluctuations V θ retreived along the AMP amplified quadrature as a function of θ, the phase difference between the SQ and AMP pumps. Compared to panel (b) , where the SQ is off, vacuum has been squeezed for θ = π/2 and 3π/2. Figure 5c presents a cut in the histograms at θ = π/2, demonstrating a clear reduction in the Gaussian's standard deviation, and Fig. 5d displays the squeezing S = σ Moving the SQ operating point, we verified that squeezing decreases as we approach the LMG, due to increasing gain. Adjusting the pump's power while keeping the frequency constant, we can move the operating point from below to above the LMG, describing a line cut in the gain map, indicated by arrows in Fig. 3a . Figure 6a shows the squeezing along this cut, in qualitative agreement with the theoretical and experimental results on coherent tones seen in Secs. II and III. Furthermore, we obtain a slightly better squeezing above the LMG than below, as expected. This feature is displayed in Fig. 6b , where squeezing is reported as a function of SQ gain. As losses are further reduced, we anticipate further improvement in performance, as observed in Sec. III for the deamplification of a coherent tone.
V. CONCLUSION
Pump stiffness is crucial when generating a microwave squeezed state with a JPA, because any deviation from the stiff-pump regime strongly affects the squeezed quadrature. We have shown that a lack of stiffness distorts output signals, thereby limiting the maximum degree of squeezing. However, we have also presented a partial solution to this problem by means of choosing the operating point to lie above the LMG, the intuitive choice. Experiments conducted on a coherent tone transformed by a JPA confirm the efficacy of this approach, with less phasor distortion above the LMG. When squeezing vacuum, we observed the same trend. Maintaining low microwave loss, we thus generated and delivered a 3.87 ± 0.03 dB vacuum squeezed state from one JPA to another.
Our realization of a JPA comprises a TKC (Fig. 7) , circulator, and directional coupler. Because the TKC amplifies in reflection, we use a circulator to separate incident and reflected tones, creating input and output ports. It is pumped through the weakly coupled port of a directional coupler [17] . The TKC consists of a series array of N s = 20 SQUIDs with junctions of critical current I c = 7 µA, in parallel with a C = 550 fF interdigitated capacitor. This lumped element resonator connects through a coupling capacitance C c = 70 fF to a coplanar waveguide. The TKC has bare resonant frequency f 0 = 7.3 GHz and quality factor Q = 65. The full experimental setup is represented in Fig. 8 . SQ and AMP TKCs are individually magnetically shielded. They can be tuned via coils biased by current sources. The generator which provides the AMP pump and cancellation tones also sources the LO. A switch may be used to turn off the AMP pump without interrupting the LO. A third generator (far left in Fig. 8 ) is used to create the probe tone. Output signals are demodulated with an IQ mixer, then digitized. A vector network analyzer (VNA) is used to determine the direct gains and a spectrum analyzer (SA) monitors pump cancellation. Each cancel line consists of a variable attenuator and a phase shifter. Several isolators and 3 dB attenuators are placed in the setup to minimize harmful reflections.
At base temperature, a triple-junction circulator links the SQ and AMP TKCs. It provides > 50 dB isolation between SQ and AMP, and has low insertion loss (< 0.5 dB). A VTS, weakly coupled to the base temperature plate and composed of a 50 Ω load, a heater, and a thermometer, generates the chain's input noise and allows for measurement of SQ added noise. Superconducting Nb/Ti lines are placed between TKCs and DCs to further reduce microwave loss, and the DCs are directly connected to the circulator with swept elbows.
To measure the distortion of a coherent tone (Sec. III), we adjust its power to P PR = 1 2 ωB in order to keep it comparable to vacuum, with B the SQ bandwidth. With the LO generator at the same frequency as the SQ pump, we detune the tone by f PR − f p = 20 kHz, so that its phasor slowly rotates in the LO's frame, enabling the measurement of 360 independent phasors within the 15 MHz IF bandwidth of our readout chain. Due to the feeble input signal, we heavily average the two output quadratures, which then describe traces in the IQ-plane such as those in Fig. 3b . To avoid dc offsets, we perform a heterodyne measurement, with LO and JPA pump detuned by 5 MHz, and W ending 400 kHz below the pump. Thus, when measuring G O A , the generator used for pumping is the one connected to the SQ, itself detuned. The SQ TKC then simply acts as a mirror, and the pump tone reaches the AMP after reflection. Given a quantum at the SQ or AMP input, the integrated power for both cases is We estimated A I with a similar protocol. Turning off both JPAs, a probe tone with input power P I P travelling in the lines creates an output power P O P on the ADC as
We thus estimated A I = −81.4 ± 0.2 dB.
Appendix C: SQ added noise
Any resistor at temperature T generates noise of known variance, whose spectral density in units of quanta at angular frequency ω is
Our VTS therefore allows us to generate a known thermal state at the chain's input, which is then amplified by the SQ, giving at its output:
where G S is the SQ gain and N S its added noise (in this experiment we only use the SQ; the AMP is detuned). Since we are operating the SQ in a phase-sensitive mode, N S ≥ 0. In practice there are inefficiencies in the thermal state's transportation from VTS to SQ. We can model these with a simple beamsplitter picture, such that a fraction λ of S in is replaced with noise S f at the fridge's temperature.
Considering the system added noise as N add = N S + N H /G S , where N H is the HEMT added noise, we have
at the output of the chain, where G O S is the chain's gain, and S in out is the output noise spectral density referred to the SQ input. Varying S in and S f , we thus can deduce N add and λ. With a homodyne configuration (LO and SQ pump at the same frequency), we integrate the output noise spectral density S out over the SQ bandwidth B for various VTS temperatures. The fridge's base temperature T f is fixed and G S ≥ 25 dB is tracked by amplifying and measuring a small pilot tone. Figure 9 shows S in out as a function of the VTS temperature for three different fridge temperatures. A fit gives N add = 0.045 ± 0.001 and λ = 0.79 ± 0.01, where the quoted uncertainties correspond to statistical errors in the measurements.
